ABOUT TMS TITANIUM
Our just-in-time inventory, access to product and industry knowledge means we supply the titanium necessary to keep your business moving forward.

MOVING YOU FORWARD >>

AVAILABLE GRADES
- 6AL – 4V
- CP Grades 1, 2, 3, 4, 9
- 6AL – 4V ELI
- 6AL – 6V – 2SN
- 6AL – 2SN – 4ZR – 2MO
- 3AL – 2.5V

SHAPES & SIZES
- Sheet / Plate
- Bar
- Block
- Pipe
- Tubing
- Fasteners

INDUSTRIES SERVED
- Aerospace
- Industrial
- Automotive
- Biomedical
- Chemical Processing
- Marine
- Oil
- Racing/Motorsports
- Metal Finishing

CONTACT US
858-748-8510
sales@tmstitanium.com
tmstitanium.com
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